See what others are saying...

“"The High School Investor Challenge gave me a real view of what being a business student actually looks like. The exposure to various finance concepts reaffirmed my interest in finance and TCU.”
Ethan Epley

“The High School Investor Challenge gave me the opportunity to truly experience TCU. The professors are engaging, informative and helpful. The program exposed me to both accounting and finance concepts that helped me make a more informed decision about my major.”
Madelyn Carlson

“I never entertained the thought of coming to TCU, but the High School Investor Challenge changed that for me. I realized I wanted to become a finance major and was confident that TCU was the right choice for me. The program was one of the most life changing opportunities I’ve ever experienced.”
Christian Schenkel

“The High School Investor Challenge gave me many connections, opportunities and friends at TCU. It also provided me with a better understanding of campus life.”
Margo Valadie

“It was great to meet people from all over the country and learn the basics of investing with them.”
Harris Podell
Wall Street in One Week
Want to pick winning stocks and manage high-dollar portfolios? Come to TCU for this unique one-week summer program for high achieving high school seniors.

You’ll spend six days on campus at TCU, living in the residence halls and learning in classrooms from finance professors at the TCU Neeley School of Business. Learn to analyze industry and company information, value a company’s stock and manage a $100,000 virtual portfolio.

What Do You Get?
$$ (at least virtually)
At the end of the week, you’ll walk away with a $100,000 virtual portfolio to manage over the next eight months. Then you’ll report back at a banquet in the spring, telling your classmates and professors which stocks you bought, which you kept, which you traded, and whether your choices led to success… or not.

College Credit
If you attend TCU for your first year, your TCU High School Investor Challenge® experience may qualify for a Seminar in Finance credit.

Are You a Bull or a Bear?
Apply for the TCU High School Investor Challenge® and find out. What’s required:

- Proficiency
  Strong math skills. Scholastic achievement. Leadership. Motivation and interest in investing. Unique competence or experience.

- Application
  Complete an online application at neeley.tcu.edu/HSIC

- Transcript
  Provide a copy of your high school transcript with your online application no later than April 6, 2022.

- Letter of Recommendation
  Provide contact information for a teacher or counselor willing to provide a recommendation. We will send a link to your counselor or teacher, asking why you’d be perfect for this opportunity.

- If you are selected into the program, you will be notified by email.